Abstract-By using the VOF method to calculate free surface and CSF model to treat surface tension, the numerical simulation of the rising bubble in water was accomplished. The results show that the bubble transforms and rotates during rising in the water, and its trajectory changes from straight to harmonic motion with its velocity increasing. The phenomenon coincides well with the experimental observation. The evaporation and condensation processes were also simulated by programming the user-defined function (UDF) as source terms of the heat and mass transfer equations, and a case study was carried out to verify the feasibility of the mathematical model presented to simulate the vapour-liquid phase change process.
INTRODUCTION
The vapor-liquid phase flow and vapor-liquid phase change are both usually found in nature and are widely used in chemical and energy applications such as reactors, steam generators and cooling systems. Presently, the two-phase flow has found applications in micro-electro-mechanical systems, medical systems and bioengineering systems. Hence, the knowledge of fluid mechanics and heat transfer in micro-scale devices is necessary to improve their efficiencies, which leads to the study of the two phase flow in micro channels with an emphasis on void fraction, pressure drop, flow pattern, and the heat transfer coefficient. These are important elements for the design and development of devices in order to provide the best performance. Phase change problems are encountered in various applications such as thermal energy storage, porous heat pipes, enhancement of condensation, and geothermal systems. Comprehensive reviews on this subject are also available in the literature [1] .
From what we discussed above, the studies on vapor-liquid phase flow and vapor-liquid phase change which lead to fully and deeply understanding of the processes are necessary and important. In the past, there are mainly two methods for studying them which are so-called experiment method and the lumped parameter method [2] . The lumped parameter method is actually one based on calculation which has the advantages of simplicity and high efficiency. However, this method is not appreciated by researchers because it cannot get the details of the physical processes occurring in devices. The numerical simulation can be used to quantitatively study the physical phenomena concerning to the thermal performance and visually reflect what happen in heat pipes. Up to date, the method of simulation is obviously the most effective way to research the two phase flow and two phase change. This paper presents the mathematical model and the computational methods for two cases containing vapour-liquid flow and vapour-liquid phase change, which would be further developed to modelling and simulation of heat pipes therein occurring the evaporation and condensation processes and complex two phase flow.
II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL SOLVING METHOD
Based on VOF model in FLUENT software, we studied vapor-liquid phase flow and vapor-liquid phase change by simulating the process of bubble rising in water and the evaporation and condensation of water in an upside-down Ushape pipe.
A. VOF Model
VOF multiphase model [3] mainly solves a set of momentum equations, and tracks each fluid's volume fraction in the computational domain at the same time, so as to simulate multiphase flow. VOF model is a fixed Eulerian mesh surface tracking method. 
where, mpq is the mass transfer from p phase to q phase; mqp is the mass transfer from q phase to p phase. By default, the source term Sαq at the right side of the equation is zero, but it can be specified as a non-zero constant.
B. Vapor-Liquid Phase Flow Model and the Equations
In this paper, the rising air bubble in water is simulated. Surface tension at vapor-liquid interface was solved by using CSF model [4] . Only the force perpendicular to the interface was considered, and the surface tension along the surface is International Conference on Computer Information Systems and Industrial Applications (CISIA 2015) constant. It's easy to prove that, the pressure on the whole surface depends on the surface tension coefficient (σ) and the two radii (R1 and R2) of curvature of orthogonal on the surface:
where, p1 and p2 are the pressure of the two phases on each side of the interface, respectively. Surface curvature is calculated by gradient from the surface.
Whether considering the effect of surface tension is determined by two dimensionless numbers: Reynolds number (Re) and capillary number (Ca) for the situation of Re<<1, or Reynolds number and Weber number (We) for Re>>1.
We can calculate these numbers by the following equations:
where, σ is surface tension (N/m), ρ is fluid density, µb is free flow speed, L is the characteristic length.
The effect of surface tension is notable when Ca or We is small. When Ca>>1 or We>>1, the effect of surface tension can be ignored. In this model, Re=492>>1, and we get We=1.08≈1, so the influence of surface tension must be taken into account.
C. Vapor-Liquid Phase Change Model
In the process of evaporation and condensation, many equations of mass transfer are proposed according to the principle of gas dynamics. Among them, Hertz-Knudsen equation [5] is used to calculate the mass flow through the vapor-liquid phase interface. The form is shown as following:
where Jo is the mass flow through the vapor--liquid interface (kg/m2·s). M is molar mass. R is universal gas constant. Tv and Tl are the temperatures of vapor and liquid, respectively. p and psat are pressure and saturation pressure, respectively. αc is adjustment coefficient.
Clausius-Clapeyron equation associates the pressure and temperature in saturated state:
where, ∆H is the latent heat of vaporization.
When the pressure and temperature is close to saturation, Eq. (5) can be transformed into Eq. (6). Then take Eq. (6) into Eq. (4), we obtain Eq. (7)
Mass transfer in phase change is added to the mass conservation equation as a source term with the unit of kg/(m3·s). Multiplication of Eq. (7) with the volumetric interfacial surface area αi gives the mass flux with the correct units. Thus, the mass flux through the vapor-liquid interface is changed into the following form:
III. ANALYSES OF SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Vapor-Liquid Phase Flow Simulation Results
Several typical patterns of the bubble movement at different moments are shown in Figure 1 , of which the red represents air and the blue for water. a) t=0s b) t=0.3655s c) t=0.4687s d) t=0.4984s FIGURE I. BUBBLE SHAPE AND MOVEMENT PATTERNS AT DIFFERENT TIME.
The dimension of the model is given in figure 1 (a) , and the initial state is set as circular and static as shown. From figure 1 (b) and figure 1 (c) we can see that the bubble deforms and rotates in the rising process, as it is stressed by the water pressure and increased resistance, and the increasing velocity of bubble movement, the changing pressure of surrounding water and the interaction of the bubble and water change its path. As is shown in figure 1 (c) , when the bubble is about to arrive the fluid level, it has already impacts on the surface. Figure 1 (d) shows that the bubble has fully overflowed and ruptured with causing slight wave. The whole rising process takes 0.4984 s and covers a vertical distance of 70 mm. The average speed of air bubble rising is about 140.45 mm/s. FIGURE II. BUBBLE SHAPE [6] . As is shown in figure 2 , the bubble shape is mainly influenced by the Reynolds number (Re) and the Bond number (Bo) [6] , which is a dimensionless number expressing the ratio of gravitational forces to surface tension forces, when the vapor-liquid density ratio and the viscosity ratio are certain. The Reynolds number is related to the velocity. In other words, the Reynolds number will increase when the velocity of bubble increasing. According to figure 2, bubble shape tends to change from a circular to meniscus, which demonstrates our simulation results.
As is shown in figure 3 , we tracked the shape and position of the buble for every 0.03s from initial time to 0.33s. By the help of reference line in the figure, we can see clearly that the bubble is in the accelerated motion at the initial stage. The reason is that the bubble movement velocity and the resistance is small at the beginning, and the buoyancy is greater than the resistance. With the bubble velocity incresing, the resistance increases and equals to the buoyancy finally, then the bubble motion would keep a constant speed. Figure 4 (a) shows the dynamic process of the bubble rising. As can be seen that the bubble rises along a straight line at the beginning because the bubble is in the moleculer thermal equilibrium state at this stage. It begins left and right swing up at the middle stage of which the bubble keeps similarly a harmonic motion. This is due to the deformed bubble bears ununiform force on its surface. The conclusion has been verified by lots of experiments [7] as shown in figure  4 (b) . The sizes of the model (unit: mm) and the initial state is shown in figure 5 , where the blue part is water, and the red part is water vapor. In order to reduce the computation time, the model is simplified and idealized, which would not weaken the reliability of the model and the algorithm of this paper. We set the left bottom to a constant temperature of 573K being an effective heat source. The walls of cooling square at the right are set to the constant temperature of 274K being an effective heat sink, and the other sides in the model are set as adiabatic walls. At the initial state, the temperature of each phase and the adiabatic wall is set to 288.15K. As is shown in figure 6 , at the moment of 0.1s, some small dispersed droplets appear in the cooling part of the pipe, which means that the vapor condensation has started due to the low initial temperature. Condensation volume mainly concentrated in the narrow mouth (1mm) of the right bottom and the 10×10mm cold box. According to figure 7 (a), due to the continuity of the flow, the velocity of the vapor phase increases at the right end nozzle to 0.526 m/s. Figure 7 (b) shows that the vapor temperature is close to the wall temperature of cold box. Obviously, the condensation in the cold box is significant especially near the wall. And because of gravity small drops of condensation are condensed at the bottom of the cold box. Figure 8 shows the vapor-liquid phase change at different moments. Figure 8 (a) clearly shows that the evaporator has produced a layer of vapor film at 0.2s, as the wall temperature at the left bottom is as high as 573K. At the same time, due to the buoyancy the bubble generates tiny disturbance and the surface appears small oscillation. At the bottom of the cold box on the right, the liquid droplets begin to get together. At the bottom of the cold box, the liquid phase gathers together into film.
B. Vapor-Liquid Phase Change Simulation Results
As shown in Figure 8 (b) , at the moment of 0.3s, as the liquid continuously gets heating from the hot bottom, bubbles are generated at the bottom of left; at the same time, droplets gather in the cold box at the bottom due to gravity. With the time more and more bubbles would be condensed and more and more liquid phase gathers in the cold box. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
(1) Calculations of Reynolds number and Weber number demonstrate that surface tension must be considered in the simulation of rising bubble in water. The VOF method and CSF model are used to treat the free surface and the surface tension, respectively. The simulation results show that the bubbles deform and rotate during rising in the water. With the velocity increasing, the trajectory of the bubble changes from linear to sinusoidal, which agrees well with the experimental phenomena.
(2) Evaporation and condensation are the most important processes of heat transfer and mass transfer in most applications. Based on the Hertz-Knudsen equation, the control equations of evaporation and condensation are established. And by using the user-defined function (UDF), we complete the numerical simulation of a typical case of vaporliquid phase change, which demonstrates that it is feasible to simultaneously simulate the evaporation and the condensation by using the present model.
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